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TRADITIONAL COST SYSTEMS ARE NOT ENOUGH
iN NEW MANUFACTURING ENVIRONMENT
Figen ÖKER"

Our world has been experiencing a new tramformation especially in manufacturing
industry for lası two decades. Factors sııch as decrease in raw nıateria/ costs dııe to new
technologies, integration of compııter technology to the businesses and adoption of new
tnanujacturing philosophies, have provided competitive advantage to the c,oinpanies and
put them one step ahead. Traditiona/ cost systems main/y designed suitable for the
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1. higher quality,
2.

faster del ivery,

3.

customized products,

4.

more product variety,

5. easiness in usage,
6.

\

service availability.

Some of these demands such as faster delivery, cusiomized products and ınore
product variety necessitates tlexible manufacturing systems which are totally different from
traditional ones which emphasize standardized product designs, ınass ·production and labor
intensive processes. Today, fast-response to customer needs is the crucial factor in the race
of taking a higher share from global market. in this sense, automated systems provide fastresponse, flexibility and high quality. 3
The new ınanufacturing' environment needs a 'new cost ınanagement systems.
Because of intensive investınent on new technology which increases overhead cost, the
allocation process of overhead should be paid ınuch more attention .
Although companies are aware of the necessity of changes in restructuring their
they are unwilling to change their cost accounting systems.
Most coınpanies continue to use traditiona·I unit-base cost allocation ınethods. According to
a survey done by the University of Rhode lsland~ (pp.8-9), 93.7% of the organizations
app lied their overhead on the basis of direct labor although in many companies' labor costs
were less than 1Oo/o of the product cost.
ınanufacturing env ironınent ,

Table 1
Allocation Base
Direct labor hours
Direct labor dollars
Machine hours
Direct ınaterial cost
Direct ınaterial used
Other bases
*Firms may ha ve selected

Firıns

Using the Base(o/o)

35.7
58.0
27.7
18.8
11.6
8.9
ınore

than one base .

Although ınany cost designers recognize that their traditional cost systerns cann~>t
today's requirements, the majority of the companies is stili ;eluctant to change their
systeıns because senior executives believe that their current systems provide ali necessary
infürınation to value inventory; control the operations by variance analysis reports and
ca lcul ate product costs using unit-based approaches. Many high leve l managers and
ıneet
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executives are not stili aware of the cost related implications of the signifıcant shift from
labor-intensive manufacturing to machine-intensive manufacturing. This shift can be seen
from table 2 and 3 which compare the fınancial statements of manufacturing companies
(from the same industry) in I 940s and I 990s. (See ref.4, pp.22-23)

Table 2
lncome Statements (%)
Sal es
•Manufacturing costs
-Direct material
-Direct labor
-Factory overhead
.Depreciation
.Other
. Gross profıt
Other expenses(Selling,
marketing, distributing)
Profıt before interest and tax
lnterest
Profıt before tax
Taxes
Distributable profıt
Table 3
Balance Sheets (%)
1940s
52.0
Fixed assets
48.0
Current assets
25.0
-Raw material and WIP
16.0
-Finished goods
7.0
-Debtors
100.0
Total assets
35.0
Liabilities
65.0
Equities

1940s
100.0
88.7
65.0
15.0
8.7
3.2
5.5
11.3

1990s
100.0
55.0
30.0
7.0
18.0
11.2
6.8
45.0

±ı

30.4
14.6
8.0
6.6
2.6
4.0

7.2

hQ
6.2
2:8
3.4

1990s
68.3
31.7
6.1
13.4
12.2
100.0
75 .6
24.4

As indicated in the article of E. Glad and H. Becker, (see ref. 4, pp.23-24), the
comments related to above tables can be suınnıarized as follows:
-Due to the developments in technology and increase in international trade , the cost
of raw materials have been reduced since 1940s.
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-More ~n<il more automation ·caused a significant reduction in direct labor costs. in
1990s, direct labor represents ·asına il fractionrof total cost.
-Depreciation expenses increased due to high investments in machinery especially in
computeı' integrated systems and shorter economic and technological life spans of the

equipment.
-Non-manufacturing expenses increased due to new requirements· to fulfıll the
customer , satisfaction and to have higher share in the market. Today, companies spend
nıuch more · money for research and development, marketing and distributing of their
·
products than they used to.
-Du~

to higher liability ratio interest expenses indeased.

-lndustry have a teridency from labor-based production to automation-based
production in order to catch the competitiv:e advantage. As a result, fıxed assets increased
considerably,.
-S ince new
have reduced .

philo~ophies

(JIT., TQ), raw material .and work-in-process inventories

-A slight de,crease occurred in fınished goods inventory due to new philosophies.
-Receivables increased due to having higtıer shares in the market.
-While equities have a smaller fraction in l 990s, the liabilities of the companies
increased to 76 percent ·due to higher capital needs for investments.
From the tables above, it is obviously seen that the income statement· and balance
sheet in 1.940s are very different from thos.e of 1990s. There are considerable shifts in the
percentages of the nıanufacturing costs and the selling, marketing and distributing costs.
Also, tlıere is a big slıift to machine-intensive investments which also have nıany important
implications on cost calculati<)ns: in the new manufacturing envirpnment, managers need
quick and relevant informatiorı to · measure their performances and to make strategic
decisions by means of accurate cost calculations and therefore they need ·a new cost system
to sustain and compete in the market. These functions are provided by "Cost Management
·
·
'
lnformation Systems".
The cost management information systems (CMIS) are the sub-systems of the
accounting information systeıns, but they are not restricted by some rules like generally
acceptect' acco unting principles (GAAP). They are tıexibl e, customized and coıicerned with
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inforınation about products and production processes. A CM IS has three impoıtant

objectives which ımı st provide inform atioıı for: (See tlıe stu di es by Robert A. Howell and
Stephen R. Souch' and Robert S. Kaplan")

1.

lnventory valuat.ion.

2.

Planning and operation contror.

3.

Product costing and strategic decision nı ak in g.

A lthough the objectives of CMIS see nı sim il ar to tlıat of traditional cost accountin g
systems, tlı e content of these objectives differ completely. A CM IS must lıav e a structure
that eaclı depa rtnı e nt ınust be able to reach the necessary cost inform ation. A marketing
manager nıu s t be able to lıave the inforınation about the cost changes when they clıange the
package size or type ofa particular product. Simil arly, a des ign nı a n age r must be ab le to
have the necessary cost in fo rmation when tlıey nıak e a clıange in design of the products.
They also mu st reac lı to tlıe infornıation abmıt production and be in close contact wit lı
custoıners. it is ~ fac t that. in the new nıanufac turin g environm ent. department nıaııagers
nıust bıe in contact ınuch more tlıan they had been before. Therefore, a CM IS nıu st have a
broad er and conıpanywide · perspective tlıat eac h departnıent can reaclı tlıe systeııı when it is
needed. Tlıe syste nı must include ali the infornı at ion for tlıe conıplete set of activities ofa
produ ct. Tlıe conıplete set ofactivities ofa product is calied ''value chain" which starts witlı
, resea rch and d eve lopııı e nt stage and !ast witlı c u sto nıer serv ice ..New cost defınition ınu st
include the value-clıain costs to tlıe product costing wlıile tlı e traditional cost definitioıi
excludes ali non- manufacturiııg cos ı s.
Linıitations ofthe t;·aditional cost systems wlıich do not cover ali the requireıııents of

modern ·cost

nıaııage ment

functions can be s uının ari ze d in three headin gs :

1. J11ve11tory va/11atio11
Under traditioıı a l systems. costs are classified under three groups which are
labor and factory overhe.a d. These costs are divided between the products so ld
~ nd th e inventory. GAAP do not take into consideration how the overhead costs are
aliocated to the products or .which base is used to aliocate the overlıead. Many coınpanie s
use direct labor as tlıe base to aliocate the overlıead even thouglı direct labor has .a
percentage less than fıv e to teıi percent of total ıııanufacturing costs. The other unit-based
cost drivers (such as ınachine hours or direct labor cost) also cause distoıtions in produ ct
costing and tlıerefore distortions in stock valuation.
nı aterials ,
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2. Operational control
An operational coıitrol ~ystem must have a good understanding of cost structure and
rrovide accurate and f~equent reports. lfthe company does not have a detailed classification
about cost structure -refers to which costs are fixed and which ones are sensible to the shortterm tluctuations in volume- can not · make a satisfactory operation control. Besiqes,
operation control systems which provide aggregate variance reports do not contribute to the
management in an environment that hundreds of different parts are produced in one hour.
'

Traditional systems may have a detailed classification of fixed and variable costs.
However, the defınition of fıxed costs may vary for different cost purposes. Under
traditional cost systems, there is only one type of fıx.ed cost defınition without considering
the time . horizon · or sometimes these systems are not designed for the changing
manufacturing environment in which cost behav,ior is different than the conventional one.
For example, set up costs and inspection costs are assumed as fıxed · costs under traditional
cost systems and these costs are allocated to the products on the base of predetermined
rates. Although there is no ope-to-one correspondence between the units produced and the
source consumed, as in ,the setup costs, there may be a direct relatiOn between number of
batches and the setup costs. in the new manufacturing environment, as in parallel with JIT
philosophy, units are manufactured by as the smallest batches as .possible to avoid the
unnecessary inventory. Consequently, in contrary to mass production, many setups must be
made in the new flexible manufacturing environment. Therefore, the cost behavior changes
and the setup costs have a vai-iable characteristics related to number of batches.
Mi scl ass ifıcation of fıxed ·and variable . costs leads companies to ineffective operation
control for different activity levels.
Another difference between the traditional and the new systems for operation control
occurs during the handling of the common and nonmanufacturing costs. New cost
management informati.on systems include the costs that are directly related to the individual
cost centers while the conventional systems allocate ali manufacturing costs to the cost
centers based on some estimations and then assign them to the products. Obviously, an
effective operation control must Çe based on accurate and objective data on the
consumption of cost items instead of on t~e estimated and unrelated allocations.
in operation control process, nonfınancial measureı:nents and quality reports such as
average set1ı1p times, throughput times, inventory levels, rework required, marketing and
distribution statistics are the most useful measurements for operation control. Some
companies do not give enough importance to nonfınancial measurements and arrange their
information system to obtain these non-financial set of operating measures.
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3. Product cost
The most important shortage of the traditional systems is lack of an accurate
information system for product costing. More and more companies come across with that
problem as the competition increases. Even the companies which have the perfect operation
control systems will face with the . product costing problems if they continue to use
traditional cost systems.
For product ·costing; traditional cost systems use two-stage overhead allocation
process. in the fırst stage, overhead costs are assigned to production cost centers. in that
stage, different procedures ınay be used. Different overh~ad costs are assigned to the cost
centers based on some rational bases such as direct labor hours, square meters, kW-hours,
number of workers, ete. This first stage allocation varies from company to company. in the
second stage, the costs accumulated in the cost cei1ters are assigned to the products. The
bases used in the second stage are usually siınilar. The most coınmon bases are direct labor
hours, direct labor dollars and machine hours. in the second stage, it is assumed that, there
is a one-to-one relationship between the predetermined overhead rate ( based on the selected
driver) and the number of units produced but what if there are some manl!facturing
overhead costs that are unrelated to the number of units produced. Then, predetermin ed
unit-based activity drivers can not assign these costs accurately to products. (See the studies
7
by Robin Cooper and Robert S. Kaplan )
Another drawback of conventional cost system arises during the classifıcation of the
For exa.mple, according GAAP, research and
product costs and the period costs.
developnient costs, marketing costs and other non-manufacturing costs, without considering
whether there is a direct relationship to the product or not, are evaluated as period costs.
When some of non-manuf acturing costs are consumed by a particular product, then they
should be assigı'ıed to that P.articular product. ·
Concllısion

Traditional cost systems mainly designed suitable for the requirements of fınarıcial
accounting, can not provide suffıcient information for three different objectives of
contemporary cost management. Although managers or cost system designers recognize
that the traditioiıal system does not meet the need of cost manageme nt in a new production
or service environment, senior executives do rıot support to build a new cost system,
because the basic fınancial reports can be obtained by the existing traditional system. A
well-designed traditional system can provide information for external reports and variance
analysis to con~rol the operations. However, the needs of cost manageme nt in a new
manufacturing or service environmen t are dramatically different from those of convention al
· environment. Today's customer demands such as higher quality, faster delivery, greater
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product variety. custom ized production necessitates greater use of automation and
infornıation technology. Due to wild competiti on in the market, companies need to calculate
the ir product costs acc urate ly and timely'. The traditional cost systems in which overhead
costs are allocated and then applied to product by some unrel iable unit bases distort tre
product costs and cause tlie coınpany ınake wrong strategic decisions.
it is obvious tlıat trad itional cost accounting systeıns cannot serVt ali the needs of

modern cost management. Therefore, companies ınust develop another S) .rem (beside the
traditional one) for product costing and strategic decision making if tlıey a ı · · ı to take place
aınon g the world class businesses.
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